"JEW YORK"
UNTITLED / Zach Feuer, New York
Billed as an antidote to the kind of "survey ex-
comes with endless exhibitions attempting to
the life and culture of every regional and eth-
"Jew York" aimed to examine the art of "Jewish
habitat." With work from over 70 artists as di-
Chagall, Leon Golub and Lisa Oppenheim, it
from Chelsea to the Lower East Side worth the

"FREAK OUT"
Greene Naftali, New York
Promising to examine "the broad array of stra-
able to contemporary artists, Greene Naftali's
could make one freak out by premise alone. For
the mix of 34 artists old and young, established
Tanaka, who represented Japan at the Venice
year) and emerging (recent graduates from the
in Frankfurt), the exhibition offered plenty of
from painting to performance.

"LAT. 41° 7' N., LONG. 72° 19' W"
Martos Gallery, offsite project, East Marion, N.

Though the title of the Bob Nickas-curated ex-
the precise latitude and longitude of its locale on
North Fork, the 66 artists included (Vito Accon-
Bloom, Richard Aldrich, Carol Bove, Rachel H
Schumacher among them) were all over the map,
pecific installations in an historic house and its
an escape from the white cube, creating a rambl-
outdoor gallery that featured work both poetic

---

Gallery Group Show of the Year

THE CAT SHOW

White Columns, New York

Curated by artist and critic Rhonda Lieberman, this summer
survey boasted a roster of over 50 artists with a cat fancy (along
with noted dog lover Jane Kaplowitz). The wry exhibition,
celebrating cats of all breeds and "subjectivities," included work
from celebrities like Andy Warhol and Patti Smith as well as
newer talents such as Antoine Catala, Cynthia Daignault, Mark
Leckey and Ryan McNamara. Additionally, White Columns
partnered with Social Tees Animal Rescue to create a "Cats-in-
Residence" adoption program, which placed numerous feline
friends (with names like Meowrina Abramović and Jeff Maine
Coons) in "private collections" around the city.

Nominees

"MADE IN SPACE"
Night Gallery, Los Angeles / Gavin Brown's Enterprise and
Venus Over Manhattan, New York

To New Yorkers, L.A. often seems like it's across the uni-
verse rather than across the country. Yet the inventive "Made
in Space," curated by artists Peter Harkawik and Laura
Owens, brought La-La Land down to earth in Manhattan
with selections from 30 L.A. artists, ranging from 84-year-
old monochrome painter Marcia Hafif to younger artists
such as Mungo Thomson, David Korty, Lucas Blalock and
Jedediah Caesar.